jscontact
IETF 115, Calendaring Extensions (calext)
All drafts complete

- draft-ietf-calext-jscontact-04
- draft-ietf-calext-jscontact-vcard-03
- draft-ietf-calext-vcard-jscontact-extensions-01
Select updates

- Introduce PartialDate and TimeStamp (with UTC offset) types for anniversaries.
- Split “resources” into specific properties: media, onlineServices, links, cryptoKeys, calendars, directories, schedulingAddresses.
- Define (calendar) scheduleAddresses using JSCalendar scheduling methods.
- Remove JSCalendar-style timezones. IANA names only, preserve any other vCard TZ values in extension property.
Organize document with focus on vCard to JSContact conversion. Cover types, parameters, properties as presented in their original drafts.

Add DERIVED parameter to vCard, work around mandatory FN property.


Define to map “label” property to de facto standard X-ABLabel property

Define one way to convert unknown or x-properties between vCard and JSContact.

Convert between vCard and JSContact without loss of information.
Let’s start WGLC after IETF

- Will add any in-meeting changes now to docs.
- Publish new version for last call.